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AAROHAN ‘18
IIT ROPAR
16th - 18th March 2018
RULE BOOK
GUIDELINES
 The registration forms should be submitted latest by 5th March 2018
through the form https://goo.gl/forms/vajQlgafQfDKvNGA3 The registration
fees for the event is Rs 500. (We will provide the accommodation and food.)
 A Security Deposit of Rs. 200/- per participant will be collected at the time
of arrival of the team which will be entirely refunded if there is no violation
of any rules of IIT Ropar. The amount deducted will be as per the standard
fine collected by the institute for respective rule violation.
 Each participant should bring his/her college/university identity card which
will be verified at the time of registration and before the start of every
match.
 The disciplinary code of IIT Ropar is to be strictly followed by all the
participants. Failing to adhere to the same will lead to immediate
suspension from the tournament.
 Accommodation shall be provided in the college Hostels. Code of conduct
of hostels is applicable to all the participants.
 No participant is allowed to stay in any other area other than the allotted
one.
 Decisions of referee will be final and abiding.
 Rules & Schedule are subject to change in spirit of the game & festival. The
final decision in all matters rests with the Aarohan Organizing team.

FOOTBALL
Event Head – Pranjal Singh Bisht 7895066220
Co Head
- Ashish Swami
8284020226

 Matches shall be played according to the rules of FIFA as adopted from time
to time by the All India Football Federation unless otherwise modified.
 The duration of each match shall be 70 minutes (35-5-35). During the league
stage, after the expiry of play-time, if the tie still persists, the points shall be
shared equally.
 Every team should submit a list of players, not exceeding 16, who may
participate in the tournament. Not more than 16 certificates shall be awarded
to a team.
 No extra time will be given in knockout stage of football matches even if the
match is drawn. There will be direct penalty shootout to decide the winner.
 The yellow cards given during the league stages would not be counted in
knock out stages.
 A team will be awarded 3 points for a win, 1 for draw, and zero for a lost
match.
 In case of tie, goal differences (i.e. Goals FOR minus Goals AGAINST) of all
the matches played by the team shall be considered. If the tie still persists, the
number of goals ‘FOR’ throughout the tournament shall be considered: If tie
still persists, number of goals ‘AGAINST’ throughout the tournament shall be
considered.If tie still persists then head to head matches will be considered

